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Photo from Future Atlanteas cra cra (study), from the solo show Soulmates (within Time)
curated by Sumesh Sharma, Clark House Initiative, Bombay 2015

Being-in-the-World
2020

Eye shadow and pencil make up, mascara and
shower gel on A4 paper.
Series of 8, each composed by 2 A4 paper sheets.

*new series
key words:
History of the Spirit
Prayers
Extraordinary People
Being or Being Real
A Fullfilling Intuition

While Waiting for Something to Change (Heated Oracles)
drawings with cookie dow on oven sheets, 2011 - series of 60 - on going

It all stems from a research started in 2011 when
the artist traveled back in time, through the history
of her family, starting from the culinary memory.
A recipe book of her grandma had passed by to
her mother, finally arriving in her hands. In 2011,
from occasional culinary afternoons “pictorial”
works were born by impressing, with different
forms of biscuits, the baking papers used to cook
them. The creative and conceptual universe of this
work starts of from the verb “change” which can
at first be understood as a change of state of the
biscuit dough that is cooked from raw and leaves
a trace on the paper. The sentence also loads other
meanings with “while waiting” that acts in a reinforcing sense on the moment of change and takes
us further, makes us feel an impatience. That of
a child waiting for the magic to take place in the
oven or that of a woman who wonders about her
future within this accelereting world?
By giving a new meaning to some abstract shapes
(circle, square, triangle, swirl, spiral, rectangle),
which she discovered through desserts recipes, she
evolved these into forms and meanings more and
more distant. Only after completing this creative
moment the work revealed to itself as a a whole
unexpected unit very intimate and mystical at the
same time.
Text by Federica Forti

Obove: wooden structure project, ambiental dimension
Below and on the opposite page: details of cookie dow
traces on backing sheet paper

While Waiting for Something to Change (Heated Oracles), 2018
Installation view, Something Else Off Biennale, Cairo, directed by Simon Njami and Moataz Nasrlein, within Untold
stories Manifesto curated by Valentina Gioia Levy

Victoria’s recipes
Workshops
traces on oven sheets of variable dimension, street foot carrige, cookies. 2014 - on going

An original pastry workshop/performance, as a
place where to transcribe traditions and personal stories related to recipes, as also where hidden
feelings of our daily life can evolve into the public space through shared culinary experiences.
Therefore it will investigate rather how local recipes could have been formed or transformed in
consequence of wars, revolutions, orality and migrations, as also will question how collectively the
participants can give new meaning to some typical
forms of desserts.
During the workshop each participant can create a
dow composition on a baking paper. Step by step
traditional recipes, different forms and ingredients
will evolve into intimate and mystical exercises of
visualization in which personal stories will join
to the spirit of the place, to the sent of flower and
spices, as also to the cooking time, by creating a

new expectancy that will lead to the completion
of a shared “state of change”.

(Above) workshop with students and people from the
Muslim community, Siena Art Institute, 2014
(Below) Workshop with the Jewish community, promoted by Nessiah Festival, Pisa, 2014

(Above & Below) workshop promoted by Something Else Off Biennale, Cairo directed by Simon Njami and Moataz
Nasrlein, within “Untold stories Manifesto” curated by Valentina Gioia Levy, 2018

While Waiting for Something to Change (Heated Oracles), 2014
installation view, Royal Victoria Hotel from solo show Victoria’s recipes curated by
Federica Forti
(image below) tea room organized for the opening and presentation of the project

Till the End of the World
5 backing sheets of variable dimensions, wooden frame,
plexiglass
2012

All has began when I asked my mother to repeat
several times the same cake and hold on to the
backing papers used; it soon became a four hands
work. I selected five of them which, placed horizontally one after another, gave the idea of the
various stages of an eclipse. This action has put another person in a creative condition offering like
this an encounter between man/world by sharing a
feeling beyond the powers of ordinary things.

Installation view, Dimenticare quel corso artificiale di pensieri, group show, Casabianca, Bologna, 2014

Soulmates (within Time), print on cotton paper, 30 x 40 cm, ed. of 3, 2015

Soulmates (Within Time)
knits, partecipated performance, video projection, photos of various dimensions.
2014

This project is a work in progress nourished on
a long time by the succession of many coincidences. Born from a dream, it talks about people through things or better about things that
are worth as catalysts and vehicles of relations.
I remember I dreamt of walking next to a person. No dialogues between us but only the vision of two people dressed in similar colors that
seemed to summarize a state of pure affinity.
After a few months I met a man who had a sweater with same colors, mélange and stripes, although
they were in different positions, balancing together
as a composition with mine. A perfect match, not
only of the sweaters! From the next day I decided to
investigate my private relationships and to have an ex

change ofthoughts regards the creation of knitwear prototypes with whom I felt deep affinity.
The pair of garments would narrate the relationship between us with coincident geometric
shapes and lines from one another, becoming
like devices able to configure a dynamic structure for also other subjectivities. Therefore, at
the center is a knitted, a handicraftsman and
from this fulcrum, as radiating, stories unravel
where the private becomes public and vice versa. One way to think of relationships but also
of the “product”, which in this case is subtracted to the rhythms of the fashion system to gain
instead the necessary time to “consume” every
meeting as an exercise of feelings.
watch the video

(Above): photos, cm 17x17 each, wodden frame, glass. (Below): stills from video

Above: installation view and performances at riss(e) Zentrum
Solo show curated by Ermanno Cristini, Varese (IT)
watch the video

Soulmates (Within Time) #2

Site specific installations and partecipated
performances, 2015

This project developed also as a research on labour
and on how made in Italy is loosing its artisans and
its know-how. Therefor I find a necessity of conceptual art to go back to the dirty work, using our own
hands without demanding others to produce it in
an industrial or not ethical way but rather putting
new thoughts in this kind of production.
I’ve been working in Florence passing time and exchanging thoughts with Lapo Binazzi (one of the
initiators of the collective UFO) feeling and finding
great affinity, esteem, friendship and artistic cooperation.

From this meeting I have done two ponchos, in
part by taking inspiration from Lapo’s colorful
drawings and symbols (as the tent which is connected with the radical architetecture thought).
as also by freely reinterpreting and extending
them with thread and color.
I’ve also spent time learning home-made knitwear from florentine ladies, that had lost their
jobs, involving them in my artistic process, as
secret keepers of intimate potentials that can be
liberated to the world.

Installation view, for Terranauti group show curated by Angelika Stepken and Ilaria Mariotti, Villa Pacchiani, Pisa
Installation view, Villa Pacchiani, Pisa, 2015 (Below) performance with Lapo Binazzi (UFO)

Self Portrait with my Soul Mates, pencil on recycled A4 paper, thread, tree twig, wooden frame, 2014

Soulmates (within time) #4, #5
On top (left side):
installation view and partecipated performances, Textile Art Center, NY (US)
Below (right side):
installation view and performance curated by Società dello spettacolo and VIAINDUSTRIAE, Art Verona Fiera (IT)

watch the video

Soulmates (Within Time) #3
Dying fashion and Coltivare l’eccezione e non la regola, texts printed on trasparent film, each 190 x 90 cm, applied
on mirrors, 2015

Lisa Mara Batacchi has been a collaborator with
Clark House since 2013, when we participated in
programmes curated by her in Florence. Medium
often have sexual associations, and such can be said
of knitting, a practice seen unpopular, time-taking
and predominatntly associated with an older female middle-class, Batacchi thus introduces designs into the weave of wool which reinstates the
belief of the ‘immateriality’ of medium - the connotations and associations of it use. We have invited Batacchi for a residency and final open studio
on the May 16th She has worked in collaboration
with the Gormati Banjaras, who have worked traditionally with weaving and knitting and now live as

The residency and exhibition was promoted thanks
to the DE.MO. Movin ‘Up Award and the Italian Ministry of Culture

manual casual labour in the slums of Bombay.
We hope to support a programme of public outreach and exhibition that sees Batacchi collaborate with the Bombay community. During here
time she has worked a paper artisan Bhavesh
Shukla, Kritika Balsane a weaver and Clark
House member Poonam Jain in a project that
was further conceptualized along with Italian
artists such as Lapo Binazzi (UFO). In an art
context where the conceptual is often exploitative, Batacchi reaches the realm of the avant
garde and the contemporary by including the
least spoken within the arena.
Text by Sumesh Sharma

Trading Stitches Making Bridges
Two cotton Ganjis, embroderies on cotton fabric, cotton knitting, occasional performances,

I chose to work on a garment worn by men of the tribe of Marawari and Gujarati (coming as the Banjaras
from Rajasthan and are migrants settled in part also in Bombay). This garment is a T-shirt of white cotton,
called Ganji or Banyan, used to carry precious objects in the outer and inner pockets. The women of these
tribes instead wear colorful saris that do not include pockets and that makes them use their bra to store
valuables. I applied on two Ganjis various colored strips of cloth embroidered and crochet work after dealing with Keshu, the husband of Sita But Chavan and trying to find a conceptual way to unite our different
cultures. That ‘s what the garments and the performance conceived transmit at the end, a continuous negotiation between the parties that can still give a result of new possible approaches and encounters.

Solo show curated by Sumesh Sharma, Clark House Initiative, Bombay
2015

In Bombay the Banjaras Gormati have always worked traditionally with embroidery but now they live on odd jobs in the
slums of the city since the economy has now pushed towards
real estate and softwere buisness.
I interacted with Ms. Sita But Chavan for the realization of
embroidery on fabric and with a young girl Kaveri Balsane for
some crochet work. Trading stitches making bridges is part of
the project Soulmates (Within time), as a further step of a research. At the center it is therefore the female workforce, which
has always in history had the power to unite cultures and traditions but which often remains marginalized especially in a
country like India still mostly centered on a patriarchal society.

Above: ph. of But Sita Chavan in her laboratory during a visit to the Banjaras
settelmen
Below: drawing sketch for Trading Stithches Making Bridges, A4 paper, A4 transparent paper, pencil, threads

On an adjacent wall I used colored chalk to write
on the black wall all the trading that occurred in
the mont residence and through which I was able
to produce the work. Many zeros appear on the
black wall and are nothing less than the Rupees
spent, which allowed me to get closer to my interlocutors in a dialogue process that otherwise would
not have started so easily. I had to deal in particular with the Banjaras, a nomadic tribe whose
name means “traders”. I feel that the rewriting of all
these written receipts can bring to light an intent of
transforming monetary exchange into something
else, more profound.

I Can Become Many?
mirrors of different measures and shapes glued on the
wall, light of a video projector
2015

I was inspired by a title of a poem (I Am One, I Can
Become Many) *? which I found in an anthology
of writings by Indian women of past centuries who
had never been recognized before this recent publication. I made a textile work of mirrors traditionally used by Banjara women on their dresses, rather
glued on tulle to form a text (I Am One...
The second part of the title I Can Become Many?
materializes instead (quoting Elemire Zolla) as an
immense expanse of the possible releasing the essence of these words within the exhibition space,
beyond the enclosures where one is locked up,

thus creating, with a play of light on the mirrors, an
environmental installation of various shapes and
geometries reflected, suspended and in motion.
The work, conceived during a residence in Bombay at the Clark House Initiative, intends to make
people reflect in particular on the state of women’s
emancipation that is still to be achieved in many
parts of the world; it also wants to encourage people to free themselves from any type of automatic
submission, turning to the viewer to interact with
the work and immerse themselves in the installation context.

Small Banjara mirrors glued on the wall of the gallery. Installation view. Solo show curated by Sumesh Sharma,
Clark House Initiative, Bombay, (IND), 2015

Installation view. Light of a video projector illuminating the small mirrors. Solo show curated by Sumesh Sharma, Clark House Initiative, Bombay, (IND), 2015

Installation view. Light of a video projector illuminating small Banjara mirrors glued on tulle.
Group show Un Poliedro Irregolare nello Spazio, Imagonirmia, Treviso, 2016

I Can Become Many?
(Right) Installation view, group show Il Concetto Sospeso, curated by Carles Marco, Yurta R.c. spazio d’Arte, Rapolano
Terme, Siena (IT), 2019
mirrors on tulle, reflection on the ceiling, ambiental installation

Future Atlanteas cra cra (study)
beads, hand woven indian cotton thread, Bombay 2015

A mixed media installation of ambiental dimension, composed by ephemeral sculptures made
with small beads and cotton knitted tread.
The sculptures made with beads streach from the
ceiling to the ground, or from the ground towards
the ceiling passing by the suspended knitted surfaces, as imaginary towers where to escape from
the earthy life, as reminding of Francis Bacon’s
utopian thoughts for the future of humanity.
The sound of the crows in the title distorches the
balance tried to outreach in the work and brings us
back to our present, cahotic and uncertain.

In Silence the Silence
Island: used pillow cases stitched together, cm 280x300 cm
4 banners: used pillow cases stithed together, each cm 370x60 cm
2 audio tracks: Silence (06’31), Noise (05’29)
2008

Lisa Batacchi starts from a project that we have
achieved together on the Palmaria Island (IT) in
2008 and that kept her busy in a direct dialogue,
from house to house, with the locals.
Under the pretext of exchanging new pillowcases
with their old stained ones, Lisa has collected stories and anecdotes about the soul of the place.
On the staines of the old pillowcases the artist
imagined trapped in thoughts and dreams of those
who used them. These pillowcases (called in local
slang “intimates”) have been stitched up by Lisa
Batacchi to recreate the shape of the Palmaria Island seen from a birds’ prospective.
The choice of the ”intimates” with the traces accumulated over time and its stains, that trap in

dreams, symbolize for the artist the possibility of developing a work on the unconscious
moods that we experience during sleep: each of
these intimates are ‘different from the other and
unique just like each one’s identity.
The installation also includes an audio component that reproduces stories of the islanders,
sounds of nature as echoes but also noises of the
engines of the boats that lead to a reflection on
how people’s sleep and dreams can be affected by
acoustic and environmental pollution. Silence
for the artist thus becomes simply listening to
nature.
Text by Federica Forti

Installation view, Forte Umberto Primo, Isola Palmaria, Porto Venere (IT), 2008

Installation view of In silence the silence for Incontri ad Eèa residency, Ponza Island (IT), 2013
photographic print, framed, cm 60 x 40, ed. of 3 ex

Operation
Object found inside a cushion
wooden display case of the first ‘900, cm 75x49x38
2010

In Operation my research ended when I extracted from the inside of a pillow a handicraft or manufactured
product. A man or woman could have build it with dedication, sensitivity as a ritual practice charging
the object of one’s subjectivity or it could have been industrially made or perhaps it could have been
just a mistake or a recycle of an object ‘transplanted’ in an other for a new use. The more I observed the
object the more I was aware of the need to keep it as a relic, as a testimony of a possibly unique instance,
feeling a bit as a collector who wants to share it with others as a case study.

Obove and Below: wooden structure, glass, not identified object, wadding

Linger On (Isabella)
Photographic print on d-bond, cm 96 x 72. Ed. of 5 ex
Courtesy of the artist and of private collections
2010

In this work I used photography as an instrument to instill doubt. I concentrated the attention on a zoomed detail, a particular frame, to
catch an image that can be full of ambiguity on the perceptive plan.

Isabella Color
Cut out samples from 21 used pillowcases collected by
the artist from acquaintances, wooden frame, glass, cm
37,5x38x4,9. All unique multiples
2010 - on going

In Isabella color I long investigated on different
colors that people create themselves with their
own sweat, dreams, thoughts, moods and pH of
the skin on their own pillowcases. I started with
an analysis of those of my family and then I also
asked friends and acquaintances to give me their
pillow cases (the ones attached to the pillow and
never changed) in exchange for new ones. From
each pillowcase I cut a sample to compose a color
chart open to form a circular array. This implementation highlights the infinite chromatic scale
of the so-called ‘Isabella color‘ (variously defined
as light gray-yellow, pale fawn, pale cream-brown
or parchment color).

Installation view at ViaNuova arte contemporanea, 2010, Florence (IT)

All the Beautiful Colors of People in Miniature
Series of 20 drawings on paper, different measures, wooden frames, glass.
On going from 2010

Lisa Batacchi presents a series of drawings of collective imaginary, as men horseback riding, houses in
open countryside, two lovers kissing each other, as part of a work on a research on different kinds of
media and on the use of watercolors.
She relates figurative images to abstract stains to try to give an identity to “the colors of people”.
Text by Lorenzo Bruni

Above, below and in the opposite page: All the Beautiful Colors of People in Miniature, pencil and watercolor on paper.

S/S-A/W and Spring Again
Series of 8 on A4 paper, pantone traces, glass, wooden frame.
2011-2012

During a year of assisting my father, a women’s
shoe designer, I found interesting the so called
“Intermediate lines”, which refer to the “ready to
wear”, thought to fill the commercial necessity of
a product in between a season and another and
which made the regular four seasons become
eight. This phenomena started at the end of the
1990s and brought a progressive loss of the made
in Italy and an incrementation of the made in China production world wide.There is a curious analogy with the ancient Chinese philosophy (Taoism)
which considers as well eight the effective seasons
connected with the five elements (Spring to the
Wood, Fire to Summer, Autumn to Metal, Water

to Winter and Earth to the four intermediate seasons). Although Taoism had a vision, opposite
to the actual capitalistic one, where mankind fallowed with their work the rhythm of nature without wanting to predominate it. Sitting in a room,
filling the shoe drawings with colors in vogue for
the following year to come, I felt the passage of
time and I perceived the “Pantone” signs traces,
which remained on the sheet of paper below the
designs, as abstract landscapes of the eight seasons
connected to the various “movements” of Chinese
philosophy. I reconciled myself this way to the external world and to it’s cycles escaping from “mass
production” working.

Brought Back from a Stung of a Bee
A fresco on wooden panel, cm 145 x 65 x 2.
Courtesy of Antonio Lombardi private collection
2015

I was commissioned from a private collector to do a fresco for his home which I had initially perceived as something exclusively decorative. I then reconnected to the ambition of the early decades of
the ‘900, when my great-grandparents left their village near Kiev to move towards the US to seek new opportunities and a better life. At Ellis Island their name was changed and simplified to Merchant
because that was their job. I therefore decided to use the fresco technique to give shape to an abstract background of pastel colors on which transpires the word “merchant”. An act, this one, which
manifested itself in a playful, spontaneous and dynamic way, but which highlights the important vitalistic aspect of an economic and spiritual survival.

Brought Back from a Stung of a Bee, series of 4 drawings on A4 paper, wooden frame, glass, 2015
Drawing above: courtesy of Antonio Lombardi private collection

Brought Back from a Stung of a Bee, series of 3 drawings and watercolor on A4 paper, wooden frame, glass, 2015

Brought Back from a Stung of a Bee, series of 3 drawingsand watercolor on A4 paper, wooden frame, glass, 2015

To the Heart of the Hunt and Abandonment (Sketches)

To the Heart of the Hunt and Abandonment
8 letters made of cardboard and poly wave (height 73 cm x depth 11 cm, width variable), twine,
LEDs, sensors, 2015
Sponsor Elfi S.r.l, Agliana (Pistoia).
2015
The initiative was part of Masse mancanti, curated by Giacomo Bazzani, with the patronage of
the City of Monsummano Terme, municipality of Quarrata, University of Florence - Department
of Political and Social Sciences, Jorio Vivarelli Foundation, Giovanni Michelucci Foundation and
Associazione culturale Uscita Pistoia. In collaboration with the Centre for Contemporary Art Luigi
Pecci, within the regional project “Cantiere Toscana Contemporanea”, and with the contribution of
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Pistoia

The art work rises from a suggestion related to my personal family’s story, when in the
early decades of the ‘900 my great-grandparents left their village near Kiev to move towards the US to seek for new opportunities and a better life. At Ellis Island their name
was changed and simplified to Merchant because that was their job.
This private memory opened to a pubblic dimension merging with stories, past and present, of merchants, migrants and wayfarers of today. The word “merchant” takes shape into
single three-dimensional lighted letters to be worn as backpacks similar to wandering
insignias. Items that can facilitate the relations between people, orient the thinking and
create new possible forms of actions, mobilizing the whole body, both individual and
social. Therefore walking is meant as a “migratory journey of ideas and words” where to
build a new space, both mental and physical, to travel together.
I give to the participants a list of aphorisms present in the word ‘merchant’ (arte, a, cent,
care, rate, certa, te, me, mater, arem, mare, amen, meta, tane, trema, remar, carne, cena,
tranche, net, teach, team, chat, trace, meat, tear, near, act, react, etc...) which were useful
to get involved by walking and illuminating their own letter by filling it with meaning,
triggering unexpected performative situations.

Reduction from River to Stream
A public art project promoted by ESTATE FIORENTINA,
curated by Forward
2015

The work is a public art project that was promoted
by the ASD municipal rowers, by the city of Florence for the ‘Estate Fiorentina’ with also the support of micro patronage.The intent was to bring
new thoughts on the banks of the River Arno in
Florence, especially in central areas which today
have become places of profit with lounge bars,
tourist attractions and other private enterprises.
The context at first reminded me of a Manzoni’s expression that exhorted poets and writers to come to
Florence to wash their clothes in the river Arno to
metaphorically purify their spoken language.
Another Tuscan proverb came to me in mind as

“wash your dirty linens at home,” which meant to
discuss of private matters only with own’s family.
The last expression suggested me an opposite case,
more welcoming, of women who were used to wash
clothes on the banks of the rivers leading into the
public sphere their intimate stories.
Therefore I thought of a display able to bring attention to the Arno river as a common good where to
reassess the domestic work and the lives of everyday men and women in connection with someone
on the other side of the river.
The interaction with the public was documented
with photos and video (editing in progress).

Site specific installation and partecipated performance. ASD Canottieri Comunali, Firenze

Reduction from River to Stream, 2014
interactive installation

See the video

Installation view

A Game not yet Aware, Blue on Blue
Site specific installation and partecipated performance
for Incontri ad Eèa curated by Fedrica Forti, Alberto di
Facio, Alessandro Buganza, Isola di Ponza (IT).
2013

The new project developed by the artist during the
week of residence in Ponza “A game not yet aware.
Blue on blue“ is a participatory performance: sitting at the table in pairs, on the beach in front of
the sea, the participants portrayed their partner
without looking at the paper. This method, the one
chosen by Lisa, was a game that she used to play
when she was little. She rethought of it to crop a
moment of true intimacy between individuals and
immerse themselves in the environment.

video on artribuneTV

Photographic print, cm 68x45.5, framed. Limited edition of 3 ex

Installation view

In this page: A game not yet aware, 2013
partecipated itinerant performances in Monsummano Terme and in the garden of the Mac,n museum.
Below (right): installation view in Mac,n museum.

See the video

